Minor head injury: do you get what you expect?

Having read the study of Whittaker et al concerning expectations and beliefs as predictors of recovery from minor head injury, one appreciates that this is an exciting time in the epidemiological research of these types of disorders. That is, minor head injury, whiplash injury, low back pain and related controversial disorders associated with chronic pain and disability have long been approached with a biopsychosocial model. Furthermore, although more and more studies, especially in the area of whiplash, reveal that the bio component is the least relevant, the ongoing problem has been to determine where to look for the psychosocial component. The common and fertile ground for all these disorders appears to be patient-held beliefs and, as an aspect of those beliefs, their expectations. In a longitudinal cohort study of patients with minor head injury, Whittaker et al found that patients who believe that their symptoms have serious negative consequences on their lives and will continue to do so are at heightened risk of experiencing significant enduring postconcussional symptoms. Notably, severity of the postconcussion symptoms in the initial postinjury period was not an independent predictor of outcome. Instead, the interpretation of their symptoms as serious and enduring is what puts patients at risk for chronic symptoms.

Parallel results have been found in other disorders. For individuals with whiplash injury, for example, in a population-based cohort of >6000 participants, after adjusting for the effect of sociodemographic characteristics, postcrash symptoms and pain, previous health status and collision-related factors, those who expected to get better soon recovered more than three times as quickly (hazard rate ratio 3.62; 95% confidence interval 2.58 to 5.13) as those who expected that they would never get better. Findings were similar for resolution of pain-related limitations and resolution of neck-pain intensity. In brief, controlling for initial pain, symptoms, sex, age and numerous other baseline variables, the answer to the single question early after injury “Do you think that your injury will get better soon; get better slowly; never get better; or don’t know?” is a stronger predictor of recovery rate than any psychosocial variable we have ever investigated in whiplash cohorts. Expectations and beliefs also predict the likelihood of returning to work after whiplash injury and predict chronicity after low back injury.

What is most interesting and concerning about expectations and beliefs that predict these outcomes is that these expectations and beliefs are highly prevalent in the general population, even in those who have not experienced the disorders before. It has been shown, for example, that negative beliefs about neck pain, upper extremity injury and whiplash injury, in particular, are common in a Canadian population. As well, among Canadian participants who have themselves not experienced a minor head injury nor have an immediate family member who has had this injury, 50% expect that chronic symptoms should follow the injury.

The relevance of this area of research is further highlighted by the observation that in countries where a minor head injury has a much better prognosis than in, say, Western countries, these expectations are uncommon or rare.11 Whittaker et al are conducting research on minor head injury in the direction it needs to go if we are ever to build a model accurate enough to plan interventions that will prevent patients from getting what they expect.

Moreover, Whittaker et al provide clues to preventive interventions that may improve outcomes and considerably reduce healthcare costs in a range of disorders that are common and costly. Negative beliefs and expectations for common conditions such as minor head injury, low back pain and whiplash injury are highly prevalent and also very expensive. In Australia, approximately US$10 million was spent on a social marketing campaign designed to alter the population beliefs about low back pain. The program was effective, and it was cost-effective, with improvements in both population and healthcare provider beliefs about back pain observed after the campaign, along with dramatic reductions in work-related disability and healthcare visits.
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